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Please find attached comments regarding the July 2007 draft "California Guidelines for Reducing
Impacts to Birds and Bats from Wind Energy Development". Clipper wishes to thank all the CEC
Commissioners and staff and all other vested parties for efforts to date to generate what we are
confident will evolve to a useful and meaningful resource tool in assessing wind energy development's
impact to wildlife. An executed hardcopy will be mailed to the CEC tomorrow.
Best Regards,
Stu S. Webster
Manager, Permitting
Clipper Windpower, Inc.
6305 Carpinteria Avenue, Suite 300
Carpinteria, CA 93013
Tel: + I (805) 576 1785
Fax: +1 (805) 899 1115
Cell: + I (805) 448-8426
Email: s w e b s t e r @ c ~ i ~ ~ ~ e ~ i n d . c o m
Web: http://www.clipperwind.com
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22 Aug 07
California Energy Commission
Dockets Office, MS-4
1516 Ninth St
Sacramento. CA 95814-5512
RE: [Docket No. 06-011-11- Comments on the CA CEC July 07 draft California
Guidelines for Reducing Impacts to Birds and Bats from Wind Energy Development
(Guidelines) Clipper Windpower Development, Inc.
In General

Review of the guidelines has noted that CEC staff has made a considerable effort to
address Clipper's concerns regarding the mixed use of prescriptive language that
complicates the voluntary nature of the Guidelines. Reflecting upon comments made
orally and in writing the following concerns remain without response or dialog. It is due
to this that Clipper must maintain a position of opposition to the Guidelines as they are
currently drafted. However, Clipper also recognizes the need for a concise and robust
resource tool for discretionary agencies, developers, and other stakeholders to turn to
when contemplating what efforts are available to assess the impacts of a proposed wind
energy project. It is with that understanding that Clipper remains hopeful and wishes to
support and engage within a public and transparent process to develop and finalize the
Guidelines so that:
1) Assessment resources and methods presented are contextually understandable
and robust enough so that there can be consistent application of the Guidelines
as a resource tool "...designed to be flexible to accommodate local and regional
concerns'' [Executive Summary of the Guidelines]. This is expounded on in
Section 1.0 of these comments;
2) Language that may be construed to be implementing an arduous
interjurisdictional review process is eliminated such that the exclusively
consultative role of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) is maintained. This is
expounded on in Section 2.0 of these comments; and
3) Suggested frequency and intensity of various resources and methods be
eliminated as there has been no agreed upon basis for their representation as a
'standard' or 'industry practice'. Additionally, some of these suggestions are
scientifically lacking and therefore violate the stated intention of the Guidelines to
provide "...science-based approach for assessing the potential impacts that a
wind energy project may have on bird and bat species ..."[Executive Summary of
the Guidelines]. This is expounded on in Section 3.0 of these comments.
Section 1.0 -Harmonizing text to reflect intent of the Guidelines

Specific concerns provided to CEC staff in Apr 07 were largely addressed with this latest
draft. However, there remains a need to further refine the document in the following
areas in order to reflect the robust nature of the Guidelines and minimize the uncertainty
that the Guidelines introduce for project planning purposes:

